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DAY-1
 TEACHING MATERIAL: - INTRODUCTION [STORY EXPLANATION]

Introduction
This is a humorous and adventurous story of a naughty monkey named
‘Toto’. The writer’s grandfather bought the monkey from a tonga driver. The
pranks played by Toto have been narrated in an interesting way and make the
story a must read for us.

Story's

Explanation.
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Grandfather bought Toto from a tonga-driver for the sum of five rupees. The
tonga-driver used to keep the little red monkey tied to a feeding-trough, and
the monkey looked so out of place there that Grandfather decided he would
add the little fellow to his private zoo.
Toto was a pretty monkey. His bright eyes sparkled with mischief beneath
deep-set eyebrows, and his teeth, which were a pearly white, were very often
displayed in a smile that frightened the life out of elderly Anglo-lndian ladies.
But his hands looked dried-up as though they had been pickled in the sun for
many years. Yet his fingers were quick and wicked; and his tail, while adding
to his good looks (Grandfather believed a tail would add to anyone’s good
looks), also served as a third hand. He could use it to hang from a branch; and
it was capable of scooping up any delicacy that might be out of reach of his
hands.
Grandmother was always fussed when Grandfather brought home some new
bird or animal. So it was decided that Toto’s presence should be kept a secret
from her until she was in a particularly good mood. Grandfather and I put
him away in a little closet opening into my bedroom wall, where he was tied
securely — or so we thought — to a peg fastened into the wall.
The writer’s grandmother was against the grandfather's attitude of bringing
new pets - birds and animals. So, the grandfather thought that they would
conceal this fact from her until she was in a good mood. At that time, they
would disclose this to her. The writer and his grandfather secured Toto in a
little cupboard in the writer’s room. In order to be sure that Toto did not
escape, they tied him to a hook in the wall.
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The writer and his grandfather went to Toto after a few hours. The sight was
shocking. Toto had torn the decorative wallpaper. He had broken the hook
and had escaped from his binding. Also, he tore the writer’s blazer into thin
pieces.
The grandfather was quite delighted to see Toto's adventure. He felt that Toto
was very clever. He said that if they would have given him more time, he
would have tied the thin pieces of the writer’s torn blazer into a rope and
would have escaped out of the window.
His presence in the house still a secret, Toto was now transferred to a big cage
in the servants’ quarters where a number of Grandfather’s pets lived very
sociably together — a tortoise, a pair of rabbits, a tame squirrel and, for a
while, my pet goat. But the monkey wouldn’t allow any of his companions to
sleep at night; so Grandfather, who had to leave Dehradun next day to collect
his pension in Saharanpur, decided to take him along.
Toto was shifted to the servant quarter. He was put in a cage. He would live
with the other pets in grandfather's zoo. The zoo comprised of a tortoise, a
pair of rabbits, a squirrel and the writer’s pet goat. Toto was very mischievous.
He did not let the animals sleep at night. The writer’s grandfather had to
leave for Saharanpur the next day. He decided to take Toto along as he was
unmanageable.
I could not accompany Grandfather on that trip, but he told me about it
afterwards. A big black canvas kit-bag was provided for Toto. This, with some
straw at the bottom, became his new abode. When the bag was closed, there
was no escape. Toto could not get his hands through the opening, and the
canvas was too strong for him to bite his way through. His efforts to get out
only had the effect of making the bag roll about on the floor or occasionally
jump into the air — an exhibition that attracted a curious crowd of onlookers
on the Dehra Dun railway platform.
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The writer was disappointed as he could not accompany his grandfather and
Toto on the trip. His grandfather narrated the happenings of the trip to him
later. He had got a special bag for Toto. It was made of a strong material canvas. He placed some dry grass at the bottom of the bag. On the trip, the
bag would be Toto’s home as he would live in it. The bag had a zipper on top
of it. The writer’s grandfather ensured that when the bag was closed, Toto
would not be able to escape out of it. Neither could he come out of the
opening as it was closed with a zipper, nor could it bite the strong canvas
material in order to run away. Still, Toto made unsuccessful attempts to come
out of the bag. Due to this, many times the bag would roll on the floor or it
would certainly jump in the air. These movements were noticed by the people
on the railway platform and made them curious to know what was inside the
bag.
Toto remained in the bag as far as Saharanpur, but while Grandfather was
producing his ticket at the railway turnstile, Toto suddenly poked his head
out of the bag and gave the ticket collector a wide grin.
Toto remained secured in grandfather's bag till Saharanpur. At the
Saharanpur railway station, the writer’s grandfather was taking out his ticket
to cross the turnstile. At that time, Toto peeked out of the bag and smiled at
the ticket collector.

The poor man was taken aback; but, with great presence of mind and much to
Grandfather’s annoyance, he said, “Sir, you have a dog with you. You’ll have
to pay for it accordingly.”The ticket collector was astonished to see a monkey
in grandfather's back. He recovered quickly and asked grandfather to pay the
ticket money for travelling with a dog.
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DAY-2
 TEACHING MATERIAL
vain did Grandfather take Toto out of the bag; in vain did he try to prove that
a monkey did not qualify as a dog, or even as a quadruped. Toto was
classified a dog by the ticket-collector; and three rupees was the sum handed
over as his fare.
Grandfather was unsuccessful in explaining to the ticket collector that Toto
was a monkey and not a dog. He insisted that Toto was not even an animal
with four feet. But the ticket collector was firm that Toto fell in the category of
dogs. Grandfather had to pay 3 rupees for Toto’s ticket.
Then Grandfather, just to get his own back, took from his pocket our pet
tortoise, and said, “What must I pay for this, since you charge for all
animals?”Grandfather was disappointed and in order to take revenge from the
ticket collector, he took out his pet tortoise from his pocket. He asked if he
was supposed to buy a ticket for it too.
The ticket-collector looked closely at the tortoise, prodded it with his
forefinger, gave Grandfather a pleased and triumphant look, and said, “No
charge. It is not a dog.”The ticket collector took a close look at the tortoise,
pushed it slightly and announced that grandfather was not required to buy a
ticket for it as it did not fall in the category of a dog.
When Toto was finally accepted by Grandmother he was given a comfortable
home in the stable, where he had for a companion the family donkey, Nana.
On Toto’s first night in the stable, Grandfather paid him a visit to see if he was
comfortable. To his surprise he found Nana, without apparent cause, pulling
at her halter and trying to keep her head as far as possible from a bundle of
hay.
The writer’s grandmother finally came to know of Toto’s presence in the
house. She allotted him space in the stable along with the family donkey
Nana. On the first night in the stable, grandfather visited Toto. He found Nana
restless, pulling its rope in order to stay away from the heap of
hay.Grandfather gave Nana a slap across her haunches, and she jerked back,
dragging Toto with her. He had fastened on to her long ears with his sharp
little teeth.Toto and Nana never became friends.
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Grandfather hit Nana on the back in order to stop it. Nana jumped back with a
jerk and Toto was dragged along with her.A great treat for Toto during cold
winter evenings was the large bowl of warm water given him by
Grandmother for his bath. He would cunningly test the temperature with his
hand, then gradually step into the bath, first one foot, then the other (as he had
seen me doing), until he was into the water up to his neck. Once comfortable,
he would take the soap in his hands or feet, and rub himself all over. When the
water became cold, he would get out and run as quickly as he could to the
kitchen-fire in order to dry himself. If anyone laughed at him during this
performance, Toto’s feelings would be hurt and he would refuse to go on with
his bath. One day Toto nearly succeeded in boiling himself alive.

In the winter season, Toto enjoyed having a warm bath. He would pretend to
be selfish and before starting his bath, he would check the temperature of the
water. He would copy the writer and stepped into the tub,one foot at a time.
Finally, he would would sit in the water with his face out of it. Then he would
rub himself with soap. When the water became cold, he would run out of it to
the stove in the kitchen in order to dry himself. Toto got annoyed if he was
laughed upon, he would get hurt and then, refused to take bath. The writer
recollects an incident when Toto had almost boiled himself.
A large kitchen kettle had been left on the fire to boil for tea and Toto, finding
himself with nothing better to do, decided to remove the lid. Finding the
water just warm enough for a bath, he got in, with his head sticking out from
the open kettle. This was just fine for a while, until the water began to boil.
Toto then raised himself a little; but, finding it cold outside, sat down again.
He continued hopping up and down for some time, until Grandmother
arrived and hauled him, half-boiled, out of the kettle.
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In a large kettle, water was boiling on the stove. Toto climbed up to the stove
and removed the lid from it. He felt that the water was warm enough for him
to take a bath. He entered the kettle with his head out of it. When the water
started boiling, it became hot for Toto. He thought of coming out of the kettle
but as the temperature outside was cold for him, he stayed in it. Toto kept on
jumping in the cattle for a while. It was when the writer’s grandmother
arrived that she took the half boiled monkey out of the kettle.
If there is a part of the brain especially devoted to mischief, that part was
largely developed in Toto. He was always tearing things to pieces. Whenever
one of my aunts came near him, he made every effort to get hold of her dress
and tear a hole in it.
If there is a part in our brain that governs our ability to create mischief, then
that part in Toto’s brain was highly developed as he had great capacity to do
mischief. He was always busy doing mischief. Whenever the writer’s aunts
passed him, he tried to tear their dresses.
One day, at lunchtime, a large dish of pullao stood in the centre of the diningtable. We entered the room to find Toto stuffing himself with rice. My
grandmother screamed — and Toto threw a plate at her. One of my aunts
rushed forward — and received a glass of water in the face. When
Grandfather arrived, Toto picked up the dish of pullao and made his exit
through a window. We found him in the branches of the jackfruit tree, the
dish still in his arms. He remained there all afternoon, eating slowly through
the rice, determined on finishing every grain. And then, in order to spite
Grandmother, who had screamed at him, he threw the dish down from the
tree, and chattered with delight when it broke into a hundred pieces.
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The writer recollects another incident when Toto created a lot of mischief. At
lunchtime, a dish of rice was placed on the dining table. When the family
reached to eat, they found Toto eating it. The writer’s grandmother screamed
at Toto and In response, he threw a plate at her. When the aunts tried to catch
Toto, he threw a glass of water in their face. When the grandfather arrived,
Toto left the place through a window with the dish of rice along with him.
Toto remained out the entire afternoon. He sat on a branch of the Jackfruit
tree, determined to eat all the rice. As the grandmother had screamed on him,
he wanted to annoy her further and so, after eating the rice, he threw the dish.
It broke into several pieces.
Obviously Toto was not the sort of pet we could keep for long. Even
Grandfather realised that. We were not well-to-do, and could not afford the
frequent loss of dishes, clothes, curtains and wallpaper. So Grandfather found
the tonga-driver, and sold Toto back to him — for only three rupees.
Finally, grandfather realised that Toto was not suitable to be kept at home.
They could not afford the frequent losses that he gave them. He tore clothes,
curtains, wallpapers and broke dishes. So, the grandfather sold Toto back to
the same tonga driver for a sum of three rupees.

DAY-3
 TEACHING MATERIAL: - WORD MEANINGS
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1. Spite: a desire to hurt, annoy or offend someone
2. Chattered: the sound made by the monkey
3. Stable: building set apart and adapted for keeping horses
4. Halter: a strap or loop placed around the head of a horse or other
animal, used for leading or tethering it
5. Prodded: pushed
6. To get his own back (idiom): to take revenge
7. Vain: an unsuccessful attempt
8. Quadruped: an animal which has 4 feet
9. Fare: ticket price
10.Ornamental: decorative
11.Naked: uncovered
12.Wrenched: broke
13.Socket: attachment
14.Shreds: cut into thin slices
15.Anglo-lndian: a person relating to both britain and india
16.Pickled: food that is preserved in vinegar
17.scooping up: lifting

Descriptive recapitulation
The writer’s grandfather liked to collect animals and had a zoo at home. Once
he bought a monkey named Toto from a tonga driver for a sum of five rupees.
Toto was kept secretly as the grandmother disliked animals. Toto was very
mischievous. When the writer and his grandfather hid Toto in a cupboard,
and tied him to a hook, he broke the hook and caused havoc in the room. The
next day, when he was kept in the servants room along with other animals, he
did not let them sleep all night.
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As grandfather had to go to Saharanpur for work, he decided to take the
monkey along with him. He carried Toto in a strong bag made of canvas and
closed the zip nicely so that Toto could not escape. Toto made unsuccessful
attempts to get out of the bag, which made the back jump and roll. This
aroused the curiosity of fellow passengers at the railway station. At the
Saharanpur railway station, when grandfather was getting his ticket checked,
Toto peeked out of the bag and smiled at the ticket collector. As the ticket
collector declared that it was a dog, grandfather had to buy a ticket for 3
rupees, much to his annoyance.
When toto was accepted by grandmother, it was given a place in the stable
along with the donkey- Nana. Toto did not get along with nana as well.
Toto enjoyed taking bath in warm water during the winter season. One day,
he almost boiled himself when he jumped into a kettle of boiling water.
One afternoon, Toto ate the family meal of pulao. He threw the empty dish
from the tree and it broke it into several pieces.
Toto’s mischiefs grew by the day and grandfather realized that they could not
keep him at home. Finally, he found the same tonga driver and sold Toto back
to him for a sum of three rupees.

DAY-4
 TEACHING MATERIAL: - QUESTION ANSWERS.
1. How does Toto come to grandfather’s private zoo?
ANS. The writer’s grandfather liked to collect animals and had made a zoo at
home. One day, he saw a red - coloured monkey tied to a trough with a tonga
driver. He liked the monkey and wanted to add it to his collection. He bought
Toto from the tonga driver for a sum of five rupees.
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2. “Toto was a pretty monkey.” In what sense is Toto pretty?
ANS. The writer says that Toto was pretty. He had bright, shining eyes which
were full of mischief. His teeth were like pearls. He had a long tail which was
like a third hand for him. The writer’s grandfather felt that a tail added to the
beauty of an animal. So, Toto was thought to be a pretty animal.
3. Why does grandfather take Toto to Saharanpur and how? Why does the
ticket collector insist on calling Toto a dog?
ANS. Grandfather took Toto along with himself to Saharanpur because as he
was mischievous, it was not safe to leave him alone at home. A bag made of
strong canvas material was arranged. Some straw was placed in it. Toto was
placed inside the bag and the bag was sealed with the zipper.
The ticket collector did not accept grandfather’s claim that Toto was not a dog.
He called it a dog and charged a ticket fee for it because only dogs were
allowed to travel on trains. If Toto had to travel by train, then, he would have
to be termed a dog.
4. How does Toto take a bath? Where has he learnt to do this? How does
Toto almost boil himself alive?
ANS. Toto would check the temperature of the water by inserting his hand in
it. Then he would step into the tub, one foot at a time. Finally, he would sit in
it, with his face out. Then he would rub soap on his body. When the water
became cold, he would jump out and run to the stove in the kitchen to dry
himself. He had learnt this way of bathing from the writer.
One day, Toto jumped into a kettle of water kept on the stove for boiling as he
found it warm enough for a bath. As the water grew hotter, he thought of
ascending but the cold weather made him go back into the kettle. Toto kept on
doing this for a while till he was spotted by the grandmother. She pulled him
out of the kettle in time or else he would have boiled himself that day.
5. Why does the author say, “Toto was not the sort of pet we could keep for
long”?
ANS. The author says that Toto was not the kind of pet that they could keep
for long because he was extremely mischievous. He destroyed many things he tore the wallpapers, clothes and curtains. He broke dishes too. The family
could not afford all this and so, decided to get rid of Toto.
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 VIDEOS
https://youtu.be/LHbmRQkUvQ0

DAY-5
 TEACHING MATERIAL: -

ARTICLE WRITING
Article writing is the process of creating a non-fiction text about current or
recent news, items of general interest or specific topics. They are published in
print formats, such as newspapers and magazines, or online. Articles should
be objective and only contain facts from verifiable sources.

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR ARTICLE WRITING
1. Always study the given input, information or notes carefully.
2. Arrange them in a systematic order.
3. Develop each point in a simple, grammatically correct language.
4. Your article must present your ideas not in a sketchy but in a coherent and
logical manner. Develop your writing into paragraphs.
5. Confine yourself to the given subject. Superfluous and unnecessary details
must be avoided at all cost.
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An article can include:
Facts/ statistics
Statistics
Quotes by well-known people
References from media (film, television, radio)
Definitions of the terms you are using.
Quotes and illustrations on the subject you are writing.
Helpful tools, resources or products (if any, consider creating a sidebar)
References to local venues or events (if for a regional/local publication).

Format/ Layout of Article WritingHeading/Title
By- the name of the author
Body.
Para I:
Para II:
Para III:

Introduction.
Content -Causes, effects, present state of affairs, etc.
Conclusion -Draw solutions and conclusions.

Sample article.
You are Manasi. You visited The Green Gardens Resort during the holidays.
Write an article for your school magazine about why the place attracted you.
Include the following points: Hints: Accessibility,Reasonable charges,Hygienic surroundings,Scenic
beauty,Facilities available.

Top Reasons To Visit The Green Gardens Resort
By Manasi.
During the holidays I had an opportunity to visit Kumarakom in Kerala. We
spent three days here. Kumarakom is a lovely place famous for its houseboat
tourism. However, more than the houseboat cruise what I loved about the
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holiday was our stay in The Green Gardens Resort.It is an amazing resort and
is only a few minutes’ walk from Kumarakom.
Accessibility is not the only plus point they have. Their charges are quite
affordable and they serve great food. The surroundings are clean and
hygienic. It was refreshing to find a resort visited by hundreds of people every
day to remain spotlessly clean.
As the name itself reveals, the resort is built in the midst of a lush garden.
There are many shady trees around it. There are lots of plants and colourful
flowers too. In the mornings, we got to wake up hearing the chirping of the
birds that live in the many trees around the resort. They also have a park for
children. All in all, the Green Gardens Resort is a place well worth a visit and I
will advise anyone visiting Kumarakom to stay in this resort.

Q. Write an article in 100-120 words stressing upon the need for bringing back
the birds to the city. You are Sonu/Sonalika.

Hint: Overuse of pesticides in maintenance of city parks… cutting down of
roadside trees…….putting up of communication towers on rooftops facing
parks…leading to extinction of nesting grounds for birds…..preservation of
bird life through man-made bird baths in home balconies,.. hand-rearing of
orphaned fledglings …….nesting areas in alcoves and groves…need for clean
and green environment.
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